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Platform
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XENON

Interface to all distributed energy resources
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Gateway

Edge computing made for energy
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Integrations

Services and products that work with XENON
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Services

End-to-end experts optimize your transformation




	
Use Cases
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Home Energy Management

Bring smart energy management to your customers
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EV Charging

Charge EVs smarter, cheaper and greener
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Success Stories

Learn how companies succeed with XENON




	
Modules

OPTIMIZE
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Grid Protector

Avoid overloads and maximize charging speed
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Energy Optimizer

Efficiently reduce operating costs and emissions
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Peak Shaver

Minimize grid fees by locally reducing peak loads
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Tariff Timer

Minimize energy costs with varying energy prices




ACCESS
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Web App

Give users full control and transparency over their energy
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Mobile App

Provide users with energy information on the go
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API

Build custom solutions on top of XENON




EXTEND
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V2G/V2H

Leverage the flexibility of Electric Vehicles
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Virtual Power Plant

Trade the flexibility and energy of connected DERs
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Diagnostics

Resolve issues without onsite technicians







	
Company
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About us

Learn more about our purpose and mission
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Careers

Discover our values, meet our teams, and apply today!
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Events

Join the discussion on the energy's most pressing issues - and how to solve them







	
Resources
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Blog

Learn more about Energy, Sustainability, and Life at gridX.
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Knowledge

Explore terms related to distribuited energy resources
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Press

Read the latest product and company news
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Downloads

Access our reports on EV charging, Home energy management, and more.





Latest post from our Blog

Embracing growth and balance: Exploring the sabbatical experience with Nils at gridX 
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	Get in touch










Hot off the press:
Download our Charging Report 2024 now!



Build custom digital energy solutions


Connect, monitor and control distributed energy resources from more than 50 different manufacturers with our IoT-Platform XENON.

Get in touch
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the perfect trio
The tools to make you fly.
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Why XENON?
Focus on what's important


[image: ]Save thousands of developer hours
An abstraction layer for DERs allows developers to focus on their actual solution rather than the technical details.


[image: ]Launch your product in no time
Easily tap into new markets with an average of just 32 days between purchase and pilot project.


[image: ]Stay at the forefront of innovation
We release and roll out updates every week to constantly improve our platform and future-proof your operations.


[image: ]Scale products, add customer value
XENON supports endless use cases and has proven its scalability with more than 40,000 devices in the field.





References
Built for any use case

From home energy management to smart grid operations, energy trading to eMobility, XENON is the platform for companies paving the way to the new energy era.

See all references
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E-Mobility
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End-to-end PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Launch new energy 
solutions that land.
Learn how

[image: ]Experienced team
Leverage end-to-end expertise.


[image: ]Quick go to market
 Reach 1000 systems in the field in ≈ half the time. 


[image: ]Reduced risk
Balance cost and risk with proven industry experts.


[image: ]Maximized efficiency
Optimize the efficacy of your rollout.





Modules
Use our pre-built modules to get ahead




Modules are pre-built components that you can combine in any way to build a tailor-made digital energy management application quicker than ever.

Only pay for what you need and enjoy near-universal compatibility to cover a huge variety of use cases – without any development resources.


Discover modules



Api
Concentrate on the logic – not the infrastructure

Use our API to build energy management applications from scratch and implement your own custom logic.


Get accessRead the docs
Unified
The API is well documented and provides clear and consistent data structures.

RESTful
All endpoints adhere to REST principles, making integration quick and seamless.
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COMPANY
Do stuff that matters.




Our solutions save more than 30t in carbon emissions per employee, every year. That's more than you'd save by going vegan, ditching your car and switching to a green energy supplier – combined.

And while it's great to know your work has true impact, doing so with a great team, flexible working policies and competitive salary is even better.


Learn more about usBrowse open positions
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Dennewartstraße 25
52068 Aachen


Office Munich

Theresienhöhe 12
80339 Munich

Contact

info@gridX.ai
+49 (0) 241 412597 10
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